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Colleagues, 

  

Good Tuesday morning! 

  

Connecting leads off with a history of Today in History, one of the longest-running fixtures 

in the AP report. 

 

 And we give you this tip:  If you're ever in a Trivial Pursuit game with Eugene Kim of AP 

Washington, and the category is History, secure your money in your pocket. Eugene's the 

guy who has assembled Today in History for 31 years now. 

 

 As you know, Connecting includes Today in History in each day's edition - viewing it as a 

great history review for our members, many of whom covered the significant stories of 

those days past. 

 

 That's the Hosted version of Today in History in the screenshot above. 

  

Paul 
  

  

Today in History - history as we lived it 
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By PAUL STEVENS 

 

 For decades, Today in History has been a welcomed fixture to Associated Press members 

and their readers and listeners all over the world. 

  

No one knows quite when it began. The origins of Today in History "are obscured in the 

mists of time, I'm afraid," said Eugene Kim (Email), a newsman in AP Broadcast Services, 

Washington, who has produced the domestic version since 1984. There are also 

international and online versions. Today in History is moved to AP members a week in 

advance. 

  

Kim took over the duties from Jerry Cipriano, former dayside broadcast editor/special 

writer who is now senior news editor for CBS Evening News with Scott Pelley. Before 

Cipriano, History was in the hands of Angelo Natale, who died in 1990 after a nearly 50-

year career with the AP in New York, Newark, Atlantic City, Cairo, Moscow and New 

Haven. He was editorial supervisor of the World Services and Foreign desks in New York 

when he died at the age of 64. 

  

"For me," Kim said, "the recurring pleasure of Today 

in History is having people, mostly AP members, 

notice something in it - I mean, really notice. I 

figured I'd earned my keep around here with my 

History script of June 8, 2012, which noted the 40th 

anniversary of the AP's famous 'Napalm Girl' 

photograph taken during the Vietnam War. Several 

days after the script was published in advance of 

the anniversary, the AP came out with a 

comprehensive feature on the girl, Phan Thi Kim 

Phuc, and AP photog Nick Ut. Was my History script the source of inspiration? I'd like to 

think so." 

  

In the early days of History, Kim visited the Library of Congress frequently for research and 

says "I still make an occasional return appearance, even though now, I do most of my 

research online. For example, my attempts to nail down an exact date for the publication 

of the T.S. Eliot poem 'The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock' proved futile despite one 

Google search after another. So I went to the LoC's Copyright Office, delved into their card 

catalog, and got an exact publication date: June 1, 1915. (I wish I could work the same 

magic with "The Metamorphosis" by Franz Kafka, which turns 100 this October, but that 

was originally published in Austria-Hungary.)" 

  

As to his research methods: "When I started, I relied heavy on a core set of chronologies, 

some of which I still consult."  They included such books as "What Happened When" by 

Stanford M. Mirkin, "The American Book of Days" by Jane Hatch, "The Book of Days" by 

Anthony C. Frewin, "Almanac for Americans" by Willis Thornton, "Almanac of Liberty" by 

Benjamin F. Schemmer, "Frew's Daily Archive" by Andrew W. Frew, "Instant Almanac" by 

Leonard and Thelma Spinrad and "Famous First Facts" by Joseph Nathan Kane. 
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Nowadays, he said, he will sneak a look now and then at "Holidays and Anniversaries of 

the World" published by Gale Research. 

  

 
  

Kim remains a fan of the Library of Congress (above) - "it is one of the few places in 

Washington, D.C., where I feel like I'm getting something tangible in exchange for my tax 

dollars." 

  

Cipriano said that when he started with the AP in 1973, Today in History was being written 

in the Broadcast Department by veteran newsman Ken Likes. His script moved on the 

broadcast wire and was sent to the General Desk for newspaper members. When Likes 

retired, in the late '70s, the assignment passed to a number of other writers in Broadcast, 

including Charlie Reina. 

  

  

 "I took over History in September of 1983 and spent the next 

six months updating the entries, especially the birthdays, 

which had not been updated in years," Cipriano said. "I sought 

out birthdays of current celebrities, sports stars, prominent 

journalists and every member of Congress. This turned out to 

be a monumental task. A lot of actors lie about their age. It 

seemed every one of them had three birth years, depending 

on which source I checked. Katharine Hepburn, for instance, sometimes used her late 

brother's birthday as her own. 
   

"To clear up a conflict about Muhammad Ali's birthday, I called the hospital where he was 

born and asked if they had a birth record for a 'Cassius Clay.' They did. For actor Troy 

Donahue, I called his high school on Long Island to check on a Merle Johnson, Jr. Among 

the news events I added was the plane crash that killed Buddy Holly on September 3, 1959 

- "the day the music died." I made it the first item in Today in History for September 3, 

1984, the 25th anniversary, and was happy to see the morning television news programs 

picked it up." 

 

 Cipriano said he had some fun with the History script for November 13, 1983. For the last 

item, he wrote, "Fans of TV's Odd Couple will remember that it was on this date that Felix 

Unger was asked to remove himself from his place of residence."  Cipriano said, "The 

request, you'll recall, came from his wife. That was part of the opening to the show. I later 

learned that November 13th was the birthday of the series creator, Gary Marshall." 

  

Kim said he finds satisfaction in doing additional research and refuting popular 
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misconceptions.  

  

"I can cite three books that will tell you that Walt Disney's first sound-synchronized 

cartoon, "Steamboat Willie," premiered in New York on Sept. 19, 1928," he said. "Except 

the Disney people weren't going along with that. I spoke with a woman at the Walt Disney 

Archives who explained they'd re-researched "Steamboat Willie's" premiere and found a 

handbill which gave the date as Nov. 18, 1928. So that's the way it's been ever since. (One 

interesting note: She kept referring to Disney as 'Walt' - I was tempted to ask whether 

she'd ever met him, even though she didn't sound old enough. This conversation was 

probably around 1986, 20 years after Disney's passing.) 

  

"And, over the years, I've increasingly tried to include "original" entries, ones not found in 

an almanac or chronology. For example, the April 23, 2010 script noted the fifth 

anniversary of the first YouTube video ("Me at the Zoo"), which I looked up on my own. 

That got a lot of play - I was insufferably pleased with myself." 

  

Kim inserts new entries whenever he can, and tries to come up with new "original" 

entries, such as the birth of YouTube. Back when he started with History, the script was 

much shorter: A Highlight, four additional items, followed by Ten/Five/One Years Ago, 

Birthdays, then a Thought for Today. In its current form, History begins with the Highlight, 

followed by a dozen or so significant dates in history, a 10-year, 5-year and 1-year look-

back, 25 or so birthdays, and a Thought for the Day. 

  

He gets suggestions for additions to History from time to time. 

  

"Once in a while, a flack will call with a suggestion," he said. "The agent 

representing the songwriter Johnny Marks, who'd written "Rudolph the 

Red-Nosed Reindeer," suggested I include Mr. Marks in the birthdays 

section. I thought, Why not. Several months later,, Mr. Marks died. I 

got a letter from someone representing Margret Rey, co-author of the 

"Curious George" books, suggesting I include her birthday. I did. And 

several months after that... oh, well. 

  

"Many years ago, I recall the AP (not me specifically) received a 

suggestion/complaint from someone who wanted to know why the 

Dec. 25 script did not mention the birth of Jesus Christ - in the year 0, of course. Today in 

History is not exactly the place to bring this up, but the Bible does not specify the date of 

Jesus' birth, which was established through tradition, not documentation. (The first 

recorded Christmas being celebrated on Dec. 25 was back in A.D. 336 in Rome.)" 

  

Mistakes can - and do - happen. 

  

Kim said that when he took over Today in History, hespotted "some mistakes which I 

undertook to correct. For example, the script identified the mother of the Dionne 

Quintuplets as "Oliva." That was the father - the mother was Elzire. "Pretty funny," he 

said, "until I started mistakes of my own. (I'd tell you what some of them were, except I 

don't feel like it.) With the rise of the World Wide Web, it's much easier to fact-check; the 
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downside is, there are fewer excuses for getting something wrong." 

  

And so do complaints - but only occasional ones, Kim said. 

  

"The best place to find these kinds of comments is when Yahoo! publishes History, and 

someone in the comment thread demands to know why didn't we include, say, Poland's 

Constitution Day (it went in the following year) or the death of a celebrity (a judgment call, 

IMHO) or something else. 

  

"Sometimes (although it doesn't happen very often) we'll get a complaint from someone 

who is arguably not as well-versed on the subject as they should be. One bone of 

contention (at least in the early days) was the start of the Six-Day War in the Middle East 

in 1967. I once said that Israel "pre-emptively" attacked its enemies - that didn't go over 

very well with some people. Another year, I muddied things up by saying tensions 

"erupted" into war - somebody called to ask why we simply didn't say the Arabs attacked 

Israel. In fact, it was Israel that attacked first, wiping out Egypt's air force planes as they 

sat on the ground. (There used to be an AP staffer named Ruth who was an Israeli national 

- when I told her about some of the reactions I'd gotten about the Six-Day War, she totally 

agreed that Israel attacked first, and expressed amazement that anyone could think 

anything else.) 

  

"Years ago, somebody called to express unhappiness over our entries on the atomic 

bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki during World War II. This person wanted History to 

state as a fact - not enlightened theory, not informed speculation,  but fact - that however 

many lives were lost, they were a mere pittance compared to the millions of people who 

inevitably would have been killed had the Allies launched a full-scale invasion of Imperial 

Japan. Well, I'm sorry - "what would have happened" is not  fact, which is what History is 

ostensibly concerned with. There are other places for such a discussion. (I wonder how 

our caller would have responded to historians who maintain Japan was on the verge of 

surrendering anyway - not too well, I imagine.) 

  

"And then there was the time I ticked off the General Desk in New York.  I'm sure this 

wasn't the only time. but this is  one I remember. Recalling the death of Union Maj. Gen. 

John Sedgwick during the Civil War Battle of Spotsylvania, Virginia, I quoted what were 

supposed to have been his last words: "They couldn't hit an elephant at this dist... " The 

message from New York, loosely translated, was: Don't do that again. (I haven't. As it turns 

out, the story that Sedgwick was shot in the middle of the word "distance" is probably 

apocryphal, but as he lay dying on the ground, he apparently smiled.)"  

 

  

AP Ripples:  Here's proof that in AP, if you stick to 

your dreams, they can come true 
  

By GEORGE ZUCKER  (Email) 

  

            In Michael Crighton's book, Jurassic Park, one of the characters discusses the 
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"Chaos Theory," in which something as tiny as a fluttering butterfly can set off airy 

disturbances that grow to become a hurricane half a world away. We all stir ripples as we 

go through life and careers, but only if we're blessed do we get to know the faraway 

shores they splash upon.  

  

            One of the joys of growing old in a long AP career as a reporter, writer and manager 

is seeing how these ripples pan out. In my dotage, I've long toasted myself in the warm 

glow of staffers I've hired, trained, promoted and loosed upon the world. I rejoiced in their 

success and marveled as some moved to legendary status.  My all-star list includes John 

Daniszewski, Marcia Dunn, Amy Sancetta, Dave Tomlin, Terry Taylor, Barry Levine, Rachel 

Ambrose and Ben Walker. 

  

            -- As night editor in Philly, Terry Taylor honed her sports skills under the tutelage of 

veteran sportswriter Ralph Bernstein and was later promoted to the NY sports desk. Some 

years later, mulling an attractive job offer, Terry sought my advice. "Let's face it," she said, 

"AP is never going to name a woman as its sports editor!" I told her that was nonsense, 

that given her good work, that goal was indeed within her reach. She took the advice and 

was later named sports editor, serving in that capacity with distinction for 21 years until 

her retirement. 

  

            -- John Daniszewski was fresh out of the Wharton School when I hired him in Philly 

and later moved him to Harrisburg. One day I got a call from then-sports editor Wick 

Temple in NY. "I need a staffer to transmit member copy at the winter Olympics. It's not a 

glamorous job, but a great opportunity for a young staffer." John jumped at the chance. 

Wick called back a couple of weeks later. "Thanks for sending us John. He's done a great 

job and even worked up some enterprise copy on his own. We've just named him our 

night manager." After the Olympics, John was promoted to the NY sports desk and later 

moved to the NY Foreign Desk.  After a stellar foreign service career, John is now an AP 

vice president and senior managing editor for international news.   

  

            -- Marcia Dunn began her spectacular career as my vacation reliefer in Pittsburgh, 

hoping to be a science writer. After joining the regular staff, she scored with a number of 

science pieces on the AAA, but her bids on posted science jobs were unsuccessful. I urged 

Marcia not to be discouraged, saying her proven science skills would out. Then one day I 

got a call from NY. Howard Benedict, AP's legendary space writer, was retiring and did I 

think Marcia could do the job. So one legend-to-be replaced another in 1990. Marcia Dunn 

has since covered nearly 100 space shuttle flights and won APME's top deadline reporting 

prize in 2003 for her coverage of the Columbia shuttle disaster. 

  

            -- Amy Sancetta, AP's national enterprise photographer and a Pulitzer Prize winner, 

also was more than a ripple when I hired her in Philly three decades ago. She created a 

virtual tsunami. Amy has covered just about every major story since then, and counts AP 

Sports Photographer of the Year among her many honors. On Sept. 11, 2001, she was 

preparing to return to Philly after covering U.S. Open tennis in New York when two 

hijacked airliners flew into the World Trade Center. Her images of the first tower's fall and 

terrified pedestrians fleeing clouds of smoke and dust  were published worldwide. Amy 

and several of her AP colleagues contributed to a body of work that won the 1993 Pulitzer 
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Prize for work on Bill Clinton's presidential campaign. the only staffer to win the coveted 

honor on my watch. 

  

            -- Dave Tomlin was a huge gift for the Pittsburgh bureau, but I had to fight to get 

him. When Byron Yake left Pittsburgh to be the New Jersey news chief, NY assumed I had 

someone to replace him as correspondent. I didn't. I argued the job needed someone with 

solid news and administrative credentials. Dave Tomlin got the job. His good work in 

Pittsburgh raised admiring eyebrows in NY and Dave later put two COB appointments 

behind him before setting sight on GHQ itself. Promoted to New York, he got a law degree, 

passed the NY bar on the first try, and wound up as AP's media attorney (perhaps you 

caught him whispering in Lou Boccardi's ear during a televised congressional hearing). 

  

            -- Rachel Ambrose, an AP legend among California broadcasters, and I joined AP in 

Indianapolis in 1964 just weeks apart. Rachel was fresh out of St. Marys of the Woods and 

I came aboard after three years with UPI. I was later named AP's Indiana broadcast editor, 

with Rachel as my deputy. In 1966, I moved to Los Angeles to set up AP's first statewide 

broadcast report and was told I could bring in anyone I wanted to help. I chose Rachel, 

who had taken my job in Indy. For the next three years, we ran a 24-hour, statewide 

report. And shortly after I was named bureau chief in Hawaii, Rachel took my place as AP's 

California broadcast editor, a job she would hold for more than 40 years. 

  

            -- Another notable ripple was Barry Levine, the skinny, wise-cracking kid I hired in 

1981 as a copy boy in Philly who went on to become executive editor of The National 

Enquirer. Barry was wounded by buckshot while hanging out a helicopter trying to 

photograph a closed Hollywood wedding. 

  

            -- Margy McCay, who worked for AP in Des Moines while going to college and came 

aboard after graduating, was my first correspondent in Davenport and later Iowa City, 

eventually being named AP's personnel director. 

  

            -- Ben Walker, AP's lead baseball writer for the World Series, came to bat in Philly 

because I liked a high school baseball story he wrote. 

  

            Looking back, I have one major regret for a ripple that never was. It was 1960 and I 

was working for WIBC radio in Indianapolis. I was one of three reporters talking to Billy 

Graham in a hotel lobby when a tall teenager began circling our group, hoping to meet Mr. 

Graham. 

  

            The would-be interloper was Wayne Newton, 18, whose record "Danke Schoen" 

was a huge hit at the time. I remember being annoyed that this kid singer was trying to 

horn in on our chat with the famed preacher. Now that Wayne Newton has reigned for 

decades as "The King of Las Vegas," I've always regretted snubbing him. I should have 

stepped aside and invited him to join us. 

  

            I could have been the reporter who introduced Wayne Newton to Billy Graham. 

Imagine the ripple that might have caused. 
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Connecting mailbox 

 

  

Lagier and Rosenthal - inspirations 
 

  

Peggy Walsh (Email) - I especially enjoyed the pieces on Joe Rosenthal and Jim Lagier.  Joe 

was kind enough to give me one of those autographed prints.  And I envied the visit with 

Jim.  I know of few others (actually none that come to mind at all) who have a more 

positive outlook on life and instills and inspires it in so many others. 

  

-0- 

 

 Father of Lori Rose dies 

  
Our condolences to Connecting colleague Lori Rose (Email), former AP St. Louis 

correspondent, on the death of her father, Kirk Dodge, who died Feb. 20. 

  

A Missouri journalism graduate, Kirk Dodge served in the advertising business for 50 years, 

the last 40 operating his own advertising agency. A memorial service will be held April 4. 

Click here for his obituary. 

 

 -0- 

  

Thank you for your service - a WWII veteran's view 

  
Albert Habhab (Email) - I agree with the caption of Mr. Richtel's article  and with central 

position taken by Mr. Garth in the article "Please don't thank me for my service" in 

Monday's Connecting. 

  

For too many years, I thought there was something wrong with me for really not wanting 

to be thanked. There was that recent movement to "Thank the Vet For His Service " that  

seemed to spread across our nation.  I, for one, did not and do not want to be thanked for 

my service, When I am thanked, some unexplainable feeling crosses my mind and my 

body  and I do not know how to respond. 

  

I have never been critical of the thank-you person and I always thank that person, and I 

know they mean well. More often than not when I am thanked, my mind strays back to 

combat days and I think of those who did not survive the war....my brother, and those 

who lay dead on the battlefield  - sometimes with their limbs blown away, other times 

with a body shattered beyond recognition . I always appreciated  the words  of President 

Roosevelt on the Scroll he sent to my parents on the death of my brother: 
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 HE STANDS IN THAT UNBROKEN LINE OF PATRIOTS 

WHO HAVE DARED TO DIE SO THAT FREEDOM 

MIGHT LIVE, AND GROW, AND INCREASE IN ITS 

BLESSINGS. FREEDOM LIVES, AND THROUGH IT, HE 

LIVES IN A WAY THAT HUMBLES THE UNDERTAKING 

OF MOST MEN. 

 

  

(Albert Habhab, a Connecting colleague and 

decorated WWII infantryman, lost his brother Oscar, 

a Navy flier, on April 1, 1945, when Oscar's plane 

malfunctioned as it flew off a carrier and exploded 

off the island of Guam while on patrol looking for 

Japanese planes. His body was never recovered.) 

  

-0- 
  

Connecting sky shot - Ruedi Reservoir, Colorado 
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Jean Dodd (Email) - Ruedi Reservoir, near Basalt, Colorado. I've taken this shot many 

times but it was especially notable this day because the lake is normally frozen, this being 

mid-February. 

  

-0- 
  

Portraying a serial killer 

  

Ken Giglio (Email) - One of your stories in Monday's Connecting caught my eye. It was the 

item on Roy Wenzl's feature about Kerri Rawson, the 

daughter of Dennis Rader, aka BTK. I'd thought I'd 

share my connection (pardon the pun) to BTK. 

  

I started doing voiceover work about six years ago. And 

in order to promote my VO business I'm on a number 

of listservs, Internet sites, and Facebook and LinkedIn 

groups. Well, I got a call a couple years ago from a TV 

production company based here in Silver Spring, MD; 
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one of the producers had seen a picture of me on Facebook and wanted to cast me for 

one of the programs they produce for the Investigation Discovery channel. The program, 

"Who the (Bleep)?" is a true-crime recreation type program.  

  

So, after explaining to the producer that I was a voice 

actor and not an on-camera actor, he said they wanted 

me to come in for a character read anyway, because I 

bore a strong resemblance to the lead character in this 

particular episode. And, oh, by the way, could I quickly 

grow a goatee? It was only after I got the role that I 

found out that I would be portraying Rader (pictured 

ar left). The filming took place over 4 days and, I must 

admit, I enjoyed it thoroughly. There were a few 

scenes that really got to me, though. And as soon as 

filming was done, I immediately went home and shaved off my goatee and got my hair cut 

short! 

  

They replay the show from time to time on ID. One time, about a year ago, I was channel 

surfing and came across myself as BTK (picture attached). Admittedly, I did jump out of my 

seat in a momentary bit of fright. I've also attached a picture of the real Dennis Rader. I 

guess there is a bit of a resemblance. I've had a couple of other on-camera roles since 

then, one as an FBI agent and one as an office worker with strong OCD tendencies. I'm 

open to other roles, but so as not to get stereotyped, I'm really not considering portraying 

any more serial killers! 

  

   

Stories of Interest 

  

  

Reuters' bureau chief found dead in Islamabad 

  

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and Afghanistan 

bureau chief for Reuters, Maria Golovnina, 

was found dead at her residence located in 

Sector F-8 in Islamabad on Monday, 

according to the police. 

  

The police said that Golovnina, a Russian 

reporter, went to office and came back in 

the afternoon as she was not feeling well. 

Initial information revealed that she was 

feeling heavy headed and dropped on the 

floor after vomiting, the police said. 

  

"We are saddened to announce that Maria Golovnina, Reuters Bureau Chief for 

Afghanistan and Pakistan, passed away on Monday. She was 34. Maria fell unconscious in 

the Islamabad bureau. An ambulance arrived quickly and she was rushed to Kulsum 
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International Hospital, but medical teams were unable to save her. 

  

-0- 

 

 Bill O'Reilly and Fox News Redouble Defense of His Falklands Reporting (Shared by Sibby 

Christensen) 

  

The Fox News host Bill O'Reilly on Monday stepped up his defense against reports that he 

embellished stories about his war reporting earlier in his career, while some former 

colleagues continued to say he had exaggerated his experiences. 

  

Mr. O'Reilly is contesting an article in the magazine Mother Jones and subsequent 

interviews with former journalists at CBS News that accuse him of misrepresenting his 

coverage of the Falklands war in 1982 as a young correspondent for CBS News. 

  

The central dispute is whether Mr. O'Reilly reported from active war zones, as he has 

repeatedly said on the air and in his 2001 book, "The No Spin Zone: Confrontations With 

the Powerful and Famous in America." 

  

Mr. O'Reilly has said that he had never claimed he reported from the Falkland Islands, 

where the fighting occurred. "I said I covered the Falklands war, which I did," he said last 

Friday. He went on to describe his coverage of protests in the aftermath of the war on the 

streets of Buenos Aires, some 1,200 miles from the Falklands. 

  

On Monday's show, Mr. O'Reilly played CBS News footage from 1982 that showed the 

violent protests and quoted other correspondents describing the scene. He also included 

an interview with Don Browne, a former NBC News bureau chief who oversaw coverage of 

Latin America, who said there were tanks on the streets of the Argentine capital. "It was a 

real country at war," Mr. Browne said. "It was a very intense situation where people got 

hurt." 

  

Mr. O'Reilly's efforts to refute the claims by Mother Jones and some former CBS News 

colleagues occurred both on the air and off on Monday. During a phone conversation, he 

told a reporter for The New York Times that there would be repercussions if he felt any of 

the reporter's coverage was inappropriate. "I am coming after you with everything I have," 

Mr. O'Reilly said. "You can take it as a threat." 

  

-0- 

  

Essential Life Lessons From Mike Allen 

  

Mike Allen is one of the most famous journalists in Washington, the voice of moderate 

politics, "the man the White House wakes up to," a newsletter pioneer. But a close 

reading of Politico's Playbook-his widely read morning email-shows the 50-year-old Allen 

wants something more. He wants to go deeper than the horse race campaign coverage 

and the outrage of the week. Mike Allen cares about life. And he wants to give you a 

guide, or a warning, about how to live yours. He expresses this through the periodic 
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Playbook feature, the PLAYBOOK FACTS OF LIFE. 

  

"PLAYBOOK FACTS OF LIFE: Who's the future Andy Rooney in your life?" Allen asked on 

October 3, 2011, after excerpting Rooney's final "60 Minutes" monologue. A haunting 

existential question such as this, shouted into the void, can feel a little jarring in an email 

product from Politico, which has a tendency to offer political analysis that, as Jonathan 

Chait described in The New Republic a few years ago, "takes a vital moral question, drains 

it of all its moral significance, and presents it in purely electoral terms." 

 

 -0- 

  

Why journalists are struggling to cover Libya 

  

The crisis in Libya seized world media attention again this month after self-declared 

Islamic State militants released a video showing the execution of 21 hostages, including at 

least 20 Coptic Egyptians. Airstrikes in Libya by Egyptian, Libyan, and United Arab Emirates 

jets, as well as dire pronouncements by European officials added to a heightening sense of 

crisis. 

  

The execution and airstrikes underscored a serious problem facing the media: how to 

reliably report news from a country where a complex armed conflict has made several 

important locations off-limits to outsiders. 

  

The eastern Libyan city of Derna is a key example of this information problem. Fighters in 

the city were among the first to declare their allegiance to ISIS last year. Derna is also 

where Egyptian jets struck last Monday, even though the lead executioner in the graphic 

IS video claimed the killings took place in "Trabulous," a reference to Tripoli, on Libya's 

western shores. 

  

-0- 

  

Snapchat stories: Here's how 6 news orgs are thinking about the chat app 

  

When Sam Sheffer, The Verge's social media editor, launched the site's Snapchat account 

at the end of July last year, he meant it to be a small-scale experiment.  

  

"I only promoted it on my personal Twitter account," Sheffer told me. "I didn't make it an 

official thing that it was our account, I just told my followers, 'Hey guys, I'm going to be 

doing this thing. Follow if you want to.'"  

  

But soon the audience started growing; today, The Verge's snaps each get about 10,000 

views. The Verge, like many news organizations that are active on Snapchat, still views it 

as an experiment, trying out new ways to use the format - from covering live events like 

the NBA All-Star Game or the Oscars to a regular series where Sheffer has Verge staffers 

explain what's on their desks.  
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Today in History 

  

By The Associated Press 

  

Today is Tuesday, Feb. 24, the 55th day of 2015. There are 310 days left in the year. 

  

Today's Highlight in History: 

  

On Feb. 24, 1975, the Congressional Budget Office, charged with providing independent 

analyses of budgetary and economic issues, began operating under its first director, Alice 

Rivlin. 

  

On this date: 

  

In 1582, Pope Gregory XIII issued an edict outlining his calendar reforms. (The Gregorian 

Calendar is the calendar in general use today.) 

  

In 1803, in its Marbury v. Madison decision, the Supreme Court established judicial review 

of the constitutionality of statutes. 

  

In 1815, American engineer and inventor Robert Fulton, credited with building the first 

successful commercial steamboat, died in New York at 49. 

  

In 1864, the first Union prisoners arrived at the Confederates' Andersonville prison camp 

in Georgia. 

  

In 1868, the U.S. House of Representatives impeached President Andrew Johnson 

following his attempted dismissal of Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton; Johnson was 

later acquitted by the Senate. 

  

In 1912, the American Jewish women's organization Hadassah was founded in New York 

City. 

  

In 1920, the German Workers Party, which later became the Nazi Party, met in Munich to 

adopt its platform. 

  

In 1938, the first nylon bristle toothbrush, manufactured by DuPont under the name "Dr. 

West's Miracle Toothbrush," went on sale. 

  

In 1946, Argentinian men went to the polls to elect Juan D. Peron their president. 

  

In 1955, the Cole Porter musical "Silk Stockings" opened at the Imperial Theater on 

Broadway. 

  

In 1988, in a ruling that expanded legal protections for parody and satire, the Supreme 

Court unanimously overturned a $150,000 award that the Rev. Jerry Falwell had won 

against Hustler magazine and publisher Larry Flynt. 
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In 1990, magazine publisher Malcolm Forbes died in Far Hills, New Jersey, at age 70. Fifties 

balladeer Johnnie Ray died in Los Angeles at age 63. 

  

Ten years ago: Pope John Paul II underwent an operation to insert a tube in his throat to 

relieve breathing problems, hours after being rushed to the hospital for the second time in 

a month with flu-like symptoms. 

  

Five years ago: Testifying before Congress, Toyota CEO Akio Toyoda apologized personally 

and repeatedly to the United States and millions of American Toyota owners for safety 

lapses that had led to deaths and widespread recalls. Trainer Dawn Brancheau was 

dragged to her death by a killer whale, Tilikum, at SeaWorld in Orlando, Florida. 

  

One year ago: Despite Western pressure, Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni signed an 

anti-gay bill that punished gay sex with up to life in prison. Writer-director-actor Harold 

Ramis, 69, died in Glencoe, Illinois. "Late Night with Seth Meyers" premiered on NBC. 

  

Today's Birthdays: Actor Abe Vigoda is 94. Actor Steven Hill is 93. Actress Emmanuelle Riva 

is 88. Actor-singer Dominic Chianese (kee-uh-NAY'-see) is 84. Movie composer Michel 

Legrand is 83. Opera singer-director Renata Scotto is 81. Singer Joanie Sommers is 74. 

Former Sen. Joseph Lieberman, I-Conn., is 73. Actor Barry Bostwick is 70. Actor Edward 

James Olmos is 68. Singer-writer-producer Rupert Holmes is 68. Rock singer-musician 

George Thorogood is 65. Actress Debra Jo Rupp is 64. Actress Helen Shaver is 64. News 

anchor Paula Zahn is 59. Baseball Hall of Famer Eddie Murray is 59. Country singer Sammy 

Kershaw is 57. Actor Mark Moses is 57. Singer Michelle Shocked is 53. Movie director Todd 

Field is 51. Actor Billy Zane is 49. Actress Bonnie Somerville is 41. Rhythm-and-blues singer 

Brandon Brown (Mista) is 32. Rock musician Matt McGinley (Gym Class Heroes) is 32. 

Actor Wilson Bethel is 31. Actor Alexander Koch (TV: "Under the Dome") is 27. 

  
Thought for Today: "The house of every one is to him as his castle and fortress, as well for 
his defence against injury and violence as for his repose." - Sir Edward Coke, English jurist 

(1552-1634).ht for Today: "The house of every one is to him as his castle and fortress, as 

well for his defence against injury and violence as for his repose." - Sir Edward Coke, 

English jurist (1552-1634). 
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